
SENATE No. 54
By Mr. Bachrach, a petition (accompanied by bill. Senate, No. 54) of

George Bachrach for legislation to regulate the labelling of hazardous
substances in the workplace. Commerce and Labor.

Be it e'nactedby the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by theauthority of thesame, as follows:

1 Section 11A., Chapter 23 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding the following sections:
3 Section 1. An employer shall:
4 (a) Furnish to each employee, employment and a place of
5 employment which is free from recognized hazards that are
6 causing, or are likely to cause, death or serious physical harm
7 to the employee.
8 (b) Comply with this act and with the rules and standards
9 promulgated and the orders issued pursuant to this act.

10 (c) Make available to employees in a conspicuous location
11 in the area where a chemical substance or mixture which is
12 used in a quantity capable of creating a hazard is being manu-
-13 factured or mixed in the manufacturing process, a material
14 safety data sheet or other informational sheet or system con-
-15 taining the following applicable information with regard to
16 the chemical substance or mixture:
17 (i) The trade name of the chemical substance or mixture.
18 (ii) The Chemical name of the substance and the common-
-19 ly used synonyms for the substance, and, for a mixture, the
20 chemical name of the major components of the mixture and
21 the commonly used synonyms for the components.
22 (iii) The hazardous or toxic properties of the chemical sub-
-23 stance or mixture and the hazards associated with use of, or
24 overexposure to, the chemical substance or mixture.
25 (iv) The boiling point, vapor pressure, vapor density, sol-
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übility in water, specific gravity, melting point, physical state,
color and odorous properties of the chemical substance or mix-
ture.

26
27

28
29 (v) The flash point, autoignition temperature, percentage

by volume of flammable limits, the recommended fire ex-
tinguishing media, any special fire fighting procedure, and any
unusual fire or explosion hazards of the chemical substance or
mixture.

30
31
32
33

(vi) The permissible exposure level, threshold limit value,
or other established limit value of the chemical substance or
mixture, the consequences of overexposure, and emergency
first aid procedures, including a telephone number to be called
in an emergency.

34
Qc:35

36
37
38
39 (vii) The stability of the chemical substance or mixture

and the conditions and materials necessary to avoid which are
incompatible with the chemical substance or mixture.

40
41
42 (viii) Measures to be taken in the event of a release or spill

of the chemical substance or mixture and the recommended
waste disposal method for the chemical substance or mixture.

43
44
45 (ix) Personal protective equipment to be worn or used

when handling or coming into contact with the chemical sub-
stance or mixture, in order to reduce the possibility of over-
exposure.

46
47
48
49 (x) Special precautions to be taken in the handling of the

chemical substance or mixture.50
(d) Post notices and use other appropriate means to keep

his or her employees informed of their protections and ob-
ligations under this act, including applicable rules and stand-
ards.

51
52
53

54
(e) Provide personal protective equipment at the employ-

er’s expense when it is specifically required to be provided at
the employer’s expense in a rule or a standard promulgated
by a standards promulgating commission. When promulgat-
ing a rule or a standard concerning personal protective equip-
ment the standards promulgating commission shall use at
least the following criteria in determining who should pay for
the equipment:

55

56
57

58
59
60
61
62

(i) Whether the equipment is transferable between employ-
ees.

63
64
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65 (iti) Whether the equipment is maintained by the employer.
66 (ill) Whether the equipment generally remains at the work
67 site after the work activity has been completed.
68 (iv) The amount of personal use involved with the equip-
-69 ment.
70 (v) Any other criteria deemed applicable by the standards
71 promulgating commission.
72 Section 2. A copy of each safety data sheet or other in-
-73 formational sheet or system required to be made available to
74 employees pursuant to Section 1. (c) shall be made available
75 to the Division of Occupational Hygiene upon request.
76 Section 3. As used above.
77 (a) “Chemical substance” means an organic or inorganic
78 substance of a particular molecular identity including any
79 combination of these substances occurring, in whole or in part,
80 as a result of a chemical reaction or occurring in nature, and
81 any element or uncombined radical. Chemical substance does
82 not include the following:
83 (i) A mixture.
84 (ii) Tobacco or a tobacco product
85 (iii) A food, food additive, drug, cosmetic, or medical device
86 when manufactured, processed or distributed in commerce for
87 use as a food, food additive, drug, cosmetic, or medical device.
88 (b) “Mixture” means a combination of 2 or more chemical
89 substances if the combination does not occur in nature and
90 not, in whole or in part, the result of a chemical reaction. Mix-
91 ture includes a combination which occurs, in whole or in part,
92 as a result of a chemical reaction if the combination could
93 have been manufactured for commercial purposes without a
94 Chemical reaction at the time the chemical substances compris-
95 ing the combination were combined.
96 (c) “Overexposure” means chronic or acute exposure to a
97 chemical substance or mixture which results in illness or in-
98 jury.
99 (c) “Technically qualified individual” means a person who,

100 because of education, training, or experience, understands the
101 health risks associated with the chemical substance or mixture
102 handled by or under his or her supervision.
103 Section 4- A chemical substance or mixture handled in a
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laboratory by or under the direct supervision of a technically
qualified individual is exempt from this section. This exemp-
tion does not include a chemical substance or mixture handled
in a laboratory that primarily provides a quality control an-
alysis for a manufacturing process.
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